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Abstract. LHCb software runs in very diﬀerent computing environments: the

trigger farm at CERN, on the LHC Computing Grid (LCG), on shared clusters
or on software developer’s desktops. . . The old model assumes the availability of CVMFS and relies on custom scripts (a.k.a LbScripts) to conﬁgure the
environment to build and run the software. It lacks ﬂexibility and does not allow, for example running in container and it is very diﬃcult to extend them to
conﬁgure and run on new environments. This paper describes the steps taken to
modularize those tools to allow for easier development and deployment (as standard Python packages), but also added integration with container technology to
better support non standard environments.

1 Introduction
To be able to build and run its software in the diﬀerent supported environments, the LHCb
Experiment[1] has always used a collection of shell and Python[2] scripts. Until recently,
those scripts were packaged with custom tools and installed on a dedicated CVMFS[3] directory. This development and deployment model was not very ﬂexible and required one
single installation to support multiple operating systems and versions of Python. Moreover,
all the tools were in a single project, and the need to deploy a change or a ﬁx to a script
used only for development, implied a new release of the whole project, including the tools
needed for running the software on the LHC Computing Grid, that have to be validated by
the LHCbDIRAC[4] team to ensure that no regression aﬀecting production jobs on the Grid
was introduced.
Using the time window of CERN LHC Long Shutdown 2, we decided to review our
development and deployment model for the development and runtime tools.

2 Design principles
The new model was designed around two main principles
• separation of concerns
• use of standard tools
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2.1 Separation of concerns

Using one monolithic project for the various tools did not take into account the diﬀerent
constraints and release cycles, in particular for what concerns the tools needed to prepare the
runtime environment for LHCb Physics Software applications and the tools used for day to
day development. Runtime environment tools are used on the Grid and need to be stable,
because a regression may cause large scale failures of productions jobs. On the other hand,
development tools are not used in Grid jobs, but are used interactively by developers, so
improvements and new features should be released and deployed as soon as possible for a
better development experience.
With this scenario in mind, we decided to reorganize the tools in small packages, grouping
together tools that share a purpose, or that have to be released at the same time. In practice
this lead us to separate the layer that performs hardware detections (a.k.a LbPlatformUtils)
used in the default LHCb environment as well as in LHCbDIRAC, the scripts to run LHCb
applications (LbEnv) and the developer tools (LbDevTools).
2.2 Use of standard tools

LHCb can devote only a limited amount of personpower to the maintenance of the various
tools, so any in house development of packaging and deployment tools cannot compete with
standard tools backed by a large number of developers.
We also took into account that most of the tools we developed are in Python, and Python
has a well deﬁned standard for packaging and deployment[5]. The tools written in shell
scripting languages can be either deployed via the same tools as Python scripts or, better,
converted into Python, to proﬁt from support tools like testing frameworks.
Moving from a custom deployment system for our scripts to standard Python packages
has the added advantage that we can easily make use of the great variety of existing libraries
available on the Python Package Index[6] (PyPI), so we can focus our personpower only on
what we have to develop for LHCb speciﬁc needs.
Bootstrapping an installation of the LHCb environment is now very easy, as it relies on
the ubiquitous Python deployment tools. Environments can be created using virtualenv[7] or
Conda[8], depending on the use cases and preferences of users.

3 Refactoring of the tools
The ﬁrst step we took to migrate from a monolithic project to small packages was to identify
the concerns each package was meant to address. At the minimum we wanted to separate
the runtime environment setup from the development tools, to decouple the part required for
Grid jobs and that needed by the developers. We decided to factor out the platform detection
and compatibility tools because they are not LHCb speciﬁc and they were inspired by the
HSF proposal for a common platform detection algorithm[9]. We also decided to reduce the
development tools to a strict minimum, and keep the tools related to release management
in a dedicated package. The scripts used by the LHCb Nightly Build System were already
grouped in a dedicated project, so for those we only had to convert the custom project into a
proper Python package.
Once identiﬁed the packages we wanted to have (see Figure 1), we started moving the
actual code. This has been an occasion to remove obsolete tools from our environment, so
we imported in the new Python packages only the tools needed to address the use cases we
wanted to support. Often, the move of scripts or modules from the old project to the new
packages required a non trivial adaptation of the code, but it also was a good occasion to
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introduce unit and integration tests to be run during the development and at every upload to
the repositories hosted on the CERN Gitlab instance[10], via Gitlab continuous integration
feature[11].
Of course, with the initial release, some use cases were missed or forgotten, but we
quickly addressed them, proﬁting from the independent release cycles of the new packages
to avoid disruptions.

LbNightlyTools

LbDevTools

LbAdmin

LbSoftConfDb2Clients

LbEnv

LbInstall

LbCommon

LbPlatformUtils

Figure 1. Example of interdependencies of some of the new LHCb Python packages. For example,
LbPlatformUtils is used for host CPU architecture detection and compatibility support, LbEnv provides tools to set up the runtime environment of LHCb Physics Applications, LbDevTools contains
scripts and resources to support building the software, and LbAdmin provides tools for maintenance of
infrastructure and services.

4 Python 3 support
With the refactoring of the existing Python code, we decided to introduce Python 3 compatibility to get ready for the end of support for Python 2, scheduled for the 1st of January
2020.
There are several ways to address the migration of Python 2 code to Python 3, ranging
from the one-way code conversion via the standard tool 2to3[12], to third party tools aiming to produce code that is valid for both Python 2 and 3 (usually with the help of support
modules).
For our tools we had to keep Python 2 compatibility, and we started by enabling the
automatic 2to3 conversion at install time via the dedicated setuptools[13] ﬂag. The main
advantage of this is that, if tested, the compatibility with Python 3 does not require any work,
so it can be introduced very quickly.
Of course, the automatic install time conversion of the code is not very practical in the
long term, mostly because it requires that the developer keeps on writing for Python 2 and
does not allow switching to a version of the code compatible only with Python 3. Because of
this we scheduled a real migration to Python 3 for later in 2020.
As of the date of publishing, some of the packages have already been converted to support
both Python 2 and Python 3 with the same code. The approaches adopted for this phase of
the migration diﬀer from one package to another, based on various considerations, like the
list of acceptable dependencies. In particular, LbPlatformUtils, which is meant to be
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stand-alone and with minimal dependencies, has been initially converted with 2to3, then
the changes have been reviewed and tuned or ﬁxed to work with Python 2. Another case is
LbDevTools, where we used in some places the module six[14], because it has a number of
3rd party dependencies including (indirectly) six.

5 Integration with containerization technologies
The support for containerization technologies consists of two parts, detection and enabling.
Dedicated functions in the package LbPlatformUtils check the presence and usability of
tools used to start containers, while the runtime setup tools in LbEnv wrap the execution of
the user requested command in a container supporting the version of the compiled code.
At the moment we only support the Singularity[15] containerization technology,
which recently became a de-facto standard on Grid computing resources, but the detection
and enabling concept can be applied to other technologies like Docker[16] or Podman[17].
The refactoring and modularization of the LHCb environment script was key to enable
containerization support and its integration in the LHCb software tools and Grid middleware:
the LbPLatformUtils Python package is installed in the LHCb default environment as well
as in the LHCbDIRAC middleware used to run jobs on the grid.

6 Deployment
Although the new tools can be installed simply with a call to the standard Python package
manager command pip, it is very practical for LHCb users to have a shared installation
accessible from CERN’s interactive login cluster (lxplus).
To create the shared installation we used the Python tool virtualenv[7], which allows
the creation of contained and independent installations of collections of Python packages,
such that users can easily switch from one to another.
The selection of preinstalled packages we oﬀer to our users can vary with time, following
the evolution of both LHCb speciﬁc and 3rd party packages, so to avoid disruptions to the
developers workﬂows we deploy new versions in three stages:
• unstable: where we test new features of possibly disruptive changes
• testing: where we deploy automatically bug ﬁxes or versions that have been validated in
the unstable stage
• stable: after a validation period the versions in the testing stage get manually promoted to
stable
By default, upon login to the lxplus service, the users have access to the packages in the
stable stage, but they can choose a diﬀerent set of versions via a conﬁguration ﬁle in the
home directory. Of course, power users and developers of the tools can also opt for a private
installation.
Custom installations are also very easy: as long as Python and pip are available, setting
up the environment to run or develop Python packages is very easy. The required tools are:
• Python >= 2.7 and pip: to install the base LHCb scripts
• CVMFS: Needed to run released software and to ﬁnd the externals packages needed for
development. This is however optional as a local installation is possible using the lbinstall
tool, a Python package. Git can also be used to get a copy of the conditions database.
• singularity or docker: On unsupported operating systems (e.g. Debian linux), a containerization technology is required to ensure the compatibility with the LCG stack and installation of the compilers.
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7 New architectures
As HEP experiments now have access to non-x86_64 HPC systems, featuring CPUs with
architectures such as the ARM[18] or IBM Power[19] ones, LHCb faces the challenge of
porting its software stack. While the challenges are many, the environment scripts were
a problem from the start: the monolithic approach made it hard to separate the minimal
functionality, and the use of LCG version of Python required a port of the LCG stack to even
be able to start the eﬀort. The new design makes this a lot easier and:
• separates concern by allowing the use of a local version of Python compiled for the system
• allows easily working on the platform detection features, located within the
LbPlatformUtils Python package
This allows focusing the eﬀorts on the real issues at stake i.e. the port of the physics
applications.

8 Conclusions
The LHCb Core Software group successfully migrated the user and developer environment
from the a monolithic project, deployed with custom tools, to a collection of interdependent
packages, deployed using standard Python tools.
The development of the tools used by LHCb users and on Grid resources is now very
ﬂexible and agile. In particular, we managed to separate the components that have diﬀerent
release cycles and diﬀerent requirements for stability.
The new modularity and the use of standard tools allow us to avoid that the Grid jobs rely
on the shared installation of the tools, as it happened with the old system, instead they carry
their own copy of a validated version of the only two Python packages they actually need.
Moreover, the use of standard tools allows us to develop our own functionalities on top
of the great number of already existing 3rd party libraries.
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